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For domestic goddesses everywhere--add some magic and fun to those mundane household

chores with Mrs. B.'s Guide to Household Witchery. Whether you're sweeping the floor, making a

meal, or cleaning out that junk drawer, domestic witch Kris Bradley, creator of the popular blog,

Confessions of a Pagan Soccer Mom, will show you how to create spells and magic to bring

happiness and balance into your home. Bradley offers ideas and solutions to make the most out of

everyday items, activities, and obligations. From Anchovies to Broccoli, and Wine to Yeast, from

sweeping the floor to blow-drying your hair, you can change your outlook on life with a pinch of

knowledge and a dash of magic! The book includes simple rituals, spells, and ways to connect with

the spirits that watch over your home and family. Includes an appendix of herbs and a complete

materia magica from the kitchen pantry.Mrs. B's Guide to Household Witchery features:Room by

Room: How to create magic while you cook, set up a family altar in the living room, or do a junk

drawer divinationThe Elements for the Domestic Witch: a primer on the 4 elements and how to

balance them in your homeThe Domestic Witch's Herbal: Magical uses for every herb and food in

your pantry, as well as instant magic with prepackaged spice mixesSimple Sabbats for the Busy

Witch: simple ways to celebrate the passing of the seasonsMagical Recipes: More than 100 recipes

and spells
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Kris Bradley is the magic behind the popular blog Confessions of a Pagan Soccer Mom (2500



readers). She helped establish The Sisterhood of the Triple Goddess coven in Keyport, NJ and is a

legally ordained minister, in addition to being a witchy wife and mother. Her work on domestic

witchery has been featured in PaganParenting.org and as a national column for Examiner.com. She

lives in Keyport, NJ. Visit her at www.confessionsofapagansoccermom.com.

I've been a practicing Wiccan for 25 years, and I've read a lot of books on the subject. Mrs. B has

managed to discuss magic in a way that is relatable to Pagans of all styles and levels of experience.

It's also clear that she is sharing her life and experiences with the reader, and not just sitting down

to write some spells for a book. It is this wonderful and rare mix that makes this book such a stand

out from other books of similar subjects. This is a must read!

I highly recommend this book for anyone following a Pagan path, especially Kitchen/Domestic

Witches, Wiccans, and other's with children. However it is not a 101 book and some prior basic

knowledge is needed. I found everything in it to be useful and not just the same old boring stuff that

usually gets regurgitated in these guides to household Witchcraft. The two sections I found most

useful were chapter 3 "Domestic Deities and Household Guardian Spirits" and chapter 6 "Simple

Sabbats for the Busy Witch". In chapter 3 she discusses different deities, spirits, and entities that

have been associated with the household and offers ways to honor them. In chapter 6 she offers

quick and easy ways to observe the Sabbats by yourself as well as with a group or with your

children. Another great thing about the book is that it can be used by someone on a budget, all the

materials listed for the various ideas and projects and fairly inexpensive and easy to find.I can't say

how much I love this book!

I would give this five stars but the book seemed a little short to me. However I do see this being a

great reference for magic about and for the home. There's many great jumping off points to get you

thinking in new ways and leading you to be more magicaly minded in your abode. I'm sure most

readers will find something in this book to help them out. I didn't feel as attracted to herbal and

recipe sections presented in this book, as my but the Sabbat and home sections really sparked my

creative juices. I fee this book is best suited for witches and pagans that focus on a very practical

and home minded craft, also thise practicing with families or children, very much geared toward low

magic and kitchen witching. Hope this helps as I really really recommend this book and love how it's

presented in a simple flip through manner.



Nothing new unless you're a beginner but I liked her writing style. I did like how she takes you

through your home room by room... interesting & enjoyable. I would recommend to someone

learning about energy & sacred space. We're moving soon so it was a nice refresher for me.

great read. shipped in a timely manner. Its got some great advice and can be appreciated by a

beginner or someone very skilled. Good book for the book shelf

Echoing previous reviews, This book does require a bit of knowledge about Wicca and the basics of

Spellcasting. But, it is also a fun and informative guide to using what you already have to cast and

create magic. Would recommed to the practicing witch who also needs to establish her pantry with

regular homecooked dinners in mind and busy schedules.

Just your everyday household magic here. I love this book, I just skim along, reading bits and

pieces here and there. It's always by my bedside, always find something interesting to try out. Very

practical advice.

There really is no other word for this. The material is well-presented, easy to understand, most of it I

haven't found anywhere else, and most of all fun. There is little if any to-do about fancy ritual and

ceremony, though there is room for the practitioner to make it overly complicated if they wish which

leaves alot of breathing room.Also, there is something about this book... It isn't an old grimoir with

mystical powers, nor does it look or is it presented like one, but it has that same old wisdom and feel

to it while also being fresh, new and exciting.
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